Since September 2006, Cleveland, Ohio-based restaurant group
Melt Bar and Grilled has had a simple mission: To provide the world’s
best gourmet grilled cheese sandwiches and the biggest variety of
quality craft beer in a cool and comfortable environment.

Fish, who has been a chef for over two decades,
starting in several popular independent Cleveland
restaurants, opened Melt to specialize in what
he terms “comfort food dressed up.” The idea
evolved from his lifelong appreciation for the
humble grilled cheese sandwich. His earliest
cooking memories from his childhood were
making grilled cheese with his mom, and it was
always his go-to food of choice. “It’s simple, it’s
underrated, it’s delicious,” he says.

A memory of childhood gourmet comfort food. That’s
Melt Bar and Grilled.
The Melt concept was created years before the
doors opened but Fish needed to learn the ropes
of restaurant management; in the classroom and
in the kitchen. Following culinary school, Fish
was in no hurry to establish his long-time goal.
About four years before opening the first Melt
location, its concept was mostly finalized, right
down to the menu. Fish knew doing it correctly
would take time, and the last thing he wanted
was to rush into a plan of action that didn’t
match up with his vision. For one, Fish wanted his
restaurant to be an active contributor to the local
The Melt atmosphere is welcoming, energetic,
and fun. The menu has many delicious favorites
but is continually evolving. Unique monthly
specials ensure there are always new items to
try and a wide-ranging and constantly-changing
selection of beers is diverse enough to keep even
the most discriminating connoisseur delighted.
The Melt menu ranges from simple – the
basic grilled cheese sandwich dubbed the
“Kindergarten,” (which is actually not basic at
all), to the Monte Cristo (complete with berry
preserves for dipping), the Mighty Macaroni and
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community, not just a boring place that offered
a no-frills grilled cheese sandwich and run-ofthe-mill beer. Having fresh, top-quality, local
ingredients was important, too. Melt’s suppliers
include local butchers, produce suppliers and
beverage distributors. And Melt also takes part in
a number of local festivals, charitable events and
community-building functions.

the immensely popular Parmageddon, which
adds pierogi and fresh Napa vodka kraut to the
basic grilled cheese, it provides something for
everyone (including kids).
Every Melt Bar and Grilled boasts an incredible
array of Cleveland and Ohio music memorabilia,
photography, sports collectibles, fascinating
and hypnotizing murals, local art and video
ranging from sports to musical performances and
cartoons. Owner and founder Matt Fish describes
dining at Melt as “truly an experience; it’s not just
another restaurant.”
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Fish loved the feel of a small, family-like staff.
Creating that environment at Melt was just as
important as creating awesome food and giving
people a truly memorable dining experience, and
the most important part is the people. Fish calls
it the “Melt Family” and the idea encompasses
Fish, the staff, and the customers, who are all
part of Melt. From the close interaction Melt
maintains with fans on its web site, on Facebook
(with nearly 109,000 likes,) and Twitter (with more
than 20,000 followers) to the “Big Cheese Club”
newsletter (delivered monthly to nearly 50,000
subscribers), the Melt Challenge (profiled by an
INSIDER video which has received over 20 million
views) and the Melt Tattoo Family (with over 700
members boasting a Melt tattoo), the restaurant
epitomizes the word “engaging.”

Melt is truly an experience; it’s
not just another restaurant.

“Have fun, be friendly and work hard!” That’s
the motto for the Melt staff, so it should come
as no surprise that Melt regulars are numerous
and visit frequently. From locals who might stop
in twice a week to the monthly patrons who
drive from hours away, it’s this last detail that
really crystallizes the Melt experience. “I want
the customers to meet ‘the real person’ not ‘the
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restaurant,’” Fish says. So far, it’s worked. Melt’s
original location has more than doubled in size,
and ten additional full-service Melt locations,
plus three satellites have opened their doors
throughout Ohio.
Now serving thousands of gourmet grilled
cheese sandwiches every day—along with all of
the other menu options from burgers and salads
to starters and desserts (almost everything can
also be made vegetarian or vegan), fun signature
cocktails and of course, great craft beer—Fish
still manages to meet his goal: to have fun. And
others are spreading the word about Melt, which
has become nationally recognized through
media and word of mouth. Its heavenly comfort
food has been profiled in USA Today, ESPN The
Magazine and The Boston Globe as well as on
The Food Network’s “Diners, Drive-ins and Dives”
and “The Best Thing I Ever Ate” and the Travel
Channel’s “Man Vs. Food” and “Food Paradise.” In
2017, Melt was included on the Inc. 5000 list of
the fastest-growing private companies
in America.
What’s next for Melt? No one knows… but Matt
Fish can’t wait to find out!
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